Humans possess a number concept that differs from its predecessors in animal cognition in two crucial respects: (1) it is based on a numerical sequence whose elements are not confined to quantitative contexts, but can indicate cardinal/quantitative as well as ordinal and even nominal properties of empirical objects (e.g. 'five buses': cardinal; 'the fifth bus': ordinal; 'the #5 bus': nominal), and (2) it can involve recursion and, via recursion, discrete infinity. In contrast to that, the predecessors of numerical cognition that we find in animals and human infants rely on finite and iconic representations that are limited to cardinality and do not support a unified concept of number.
Introduction
What role does language play in numerical thinking? This paper approaches this question from an evolutionary perspective and aus: Lingua 117: [758] [759] [760] [761] [762] [763] [764] [765] [766] [767] [768] [769] [770] [771] [772] investigates the impact of our language faculty on the emergence of a fully-blown, unified number concept in human development. I describe a route to number that suggests that numerical thinking developed in a pattern of co-evolution of number concepts and counting words, indicating that language played a pivotal role in the emergence of systematic numerical cognition in humans.
This article has four main parts. Section 1 provides the background for our discussion and describes the distinctive characteristics of the human number concept. On this basis, section 2 looks into the evolutionary foundations of number: it shows what cognitive resources the development could build on. I discuss, on the one hand, evolutionarily old concepts that we share with other species, and on the other hand, genuinely human cognitive capacities that are supported by our language faculty. Section 3, the main section of this article, shows how a systematic number concept might have emerged in human history, based on these foundations. I present a developmental account that suggests that the gradual emergence of a systematic number concept was supported by the similarly gradual development of a more and more sophisticated counting sequence. In section 4, I summarise the main points of my account and discuss its implications for a view of numerical cognition and numeral semantics and the language-number relationship.
The human number concept
As a background for our discussion of number evolution, this what do we use numbers for, how do we use them, and what kind of entities do we use as numbers?
What we use numbers for
When one thinks of numbers, the first thing that comes to mind is usually cardinality: numbers can be used to indicate 'how many', and it is this cardinal aspect of number usage that most accounts of numerical thinking and numeral semantics focus on. However, cardinality is not the only property we can indicate with numbers.
What makes numbers so special, and so powerful as mental tools, is that we can use them to indicate a broad range of empirical properties, of which cardinality is just one -certainly a salient one, but definitely not the only property we assess in number assignments. We can distinguish three main kinds of number assignments:
(i) In cardinal number assignments, numbers indicate the cardinality of sets, they identify a numerical quantity as in 'five buses', where the number indicates the cardinality of a set of buses.
Building on this kind of usage, numbers can also be employed to indicate abstract cardinalities in arithmetic contexts ('3 + 2 = 5'), and to indicate, together with measure units, properties like length, weight, or temperature ('5 cm long', '5 kg of apples', '5 0 C'). Since both arithmetic and measurement contexts can be derived from cardinal assignments where the number indicates a numerical quantity, 2 I will concentrate on these as the central case in point.
(ii) In ordinal number assignments, numbers indicate the position of an element in a sequence, they identify a numerical rank as in 'the fifth bus'. In this example, the number identifies the position of a particular bus in a sequence of buses, for instance a position in the line of buses arriving at a depot.
(iii) In nominal number assignments, numbers indicate the identity of an element within a set, as in 'the #5 bus'. Here, the number works as a label to identify a particular bus (or bus line) within a set of buses.
How we use numbers
The reason why numbers have such a wide range of applications, the secret of their success, so to speak, is a pattern of association In cardinal number assignments, we associate the numerical relation '>' with the empirical relation 'has more elements than': if one set of buses gets the number 5 ('five buses'), and another set gets the number 6 ('six buses'), we know that the second set has more elements, because 6 > 5.
In ordinal number assignments, we associate the numerical relation '<' with sequential empirical relations like 'arrives before', 'is faster than', etc.: if one bus receives the number 5 ('the fifth bus'), and another one receives the number 6 ('the sixth bus'), we can deduce that the first one arrived earlier at the depot, because 5 < 6.
In nominal number assignments, we associate the numerical relation '=' (or '≠', respectively) with the empirical relation of (non-)identity: if one bus receives the number 5 ('the #5 bus'), and another one receives the number 6 ('the #6 bus'), we expect them to go on different lines, because 5 ≠ 6.
Given these different ways in which we employ them, what can we then identify as the essential properties of numbers? When we have a look at the relations that we draw on in each case, it turns out that we do not have to ask much of our numbers: in order to work in nominal number assignments, they have to be well-distinguished, so that the relation '=' (or '≠') holds; for cardinal and ordinal number assignments, they have be ordered within a progression, so that the relation '>' or '<' identifies sequential positions. If we want to make sure that there are no limits to the size of the empirical structures that numbers can be assigned to, we might want to add as a third requirement that our number sequence should be infinite.
This supports a criteria-based approach to numbers, an approach that sees numbers as tools that are used to assess different (cardinal, ordinal, and nominal) properties in empirical objects, and as such tools, must satisfy certain criteria: a number sequence, we can say, is a sequence that fulfills three requirements 4 -it must (1) have well-distinguished elements, (2) be a progression, (3) be infiniteand this sequence must be applied to empirical objects in a pattern of dependent linking.
Adopting such a criteria-based approach means, then, that when we identify a sequence that fulfills our number criteria, this sequence can be used as a number sequence; its elements can be employed as numerical tools. Hence, 'tools' here is used in the same way we use it in everyday speech, say, when talking about tools like hammers.
For an object to be successfully used as a hammer, it has to satisfy certain criteria (e.g. be of a sufficiently hard material, have a handle etc.); if it satisfies these criteria and if we actually use it as a hammer, say, in order to drive a nail into a wall, then this object is a hammer in the sense that it is used as a tool for hammering.
Similarly, if a sequence satisfies the number criteria we identified above and if it is used to assess empirical properties in a pattern of dependent linking, then this sequence is a number sequence in the sense that it is used as a tool in number assignments. In order to achieve this constructive infiniteness, a counting sequence makes use of linguistic recursion: applying recursive lexical rules, one can derive numerals from numerals from numerals …, which ensures that the sequence will never run out of elements.
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Their sequential order distinguishes counting words from other, non-numerical words and is responsible for their exceptional status within the linguistic system. 6 But while it makes counting words outsiders in language, this feature is at the core of the numerical side of their personality: it is the crucial characteristic we draw on when we use them as numbers.
And it is counting words we actually employ in every-day number assignments: we do not use them to denote something, but rather, to do something, namely to figure out cardinalities, sequential ranks, and identities in the course of number assignments. For instance, in order to find out how many buses are in a parking lot, one would match up each bus with a counting word, starting with 'one' and using them in their sequential order, such that the first bus that one counts receives the word 'one', the second receives the 'two', and so on, until the last receives, say, the word 'twelve'.
This number word is then used to indicate the cardinality of the whole set, and it can do so because of its sequential position in the counting sequence.
This differs radically from what we usually do with words. In particular, counting words are not used for naming objects, they do not fulfill referential purposes, as other words do: one does not mean to name the first bus 'one', the next one 'two' etc. Rather, one uses counting words as gadgets to figure something out.
Taken together, this means that counting words are not names for numbers, but verbal numerical tools: they form a progression of well-distinguished entities with an instrumental, non-referential status in number assignments. As a result, counting words have a dual status: on the one hand, they are verbal elements, on the other hand, they are numerical tools.
The special status of counting words as entities correlating the linguistic and the numerical domain has been emphasised in other accounts of numerals and numerical thinking as well, most notably by Hurford (1987) , who points out that "numeral systems lie in the intersection of the human language faculty and the number faculty" (p.3). Note, though, that according to the account I developed here, the dual status of counting words crucially means that they are numbers (as well as words), rather than number names, that is, they do not refer to extra-linguistic 'numbers', but instead are used as numbers right away.
In contrast to that, Hurford (1987) Based on the discussion in the previous section, we can identify two cognitive systems that are relevant for our number concept.
System 1 supports the grasp of empirical properties such as the cardinality of sets, the position of elements in a sequence, and the identity of elements in a set. System 2 supports the grasp of numbers as tools that are used in a pattern of dependent linking to assess these properties in empirical objects. It is this second system that makes the human number concept so powerful; it brings together cardinal, ordinal, and nominal relationships between empirical objects under the umbrella of number assignments, and allows us to assess cardinalities (as well as ranks and identities)
well beyond the limits of our perception.
The development of these two systems can draw on cognitive capacities coming from different sources: system 1 is supported by early concepts of empirical properties that we share with other species; system 2 is uniquely human and makes use of a cognitive pattern provided by the human language faculty.
Prenumerical concepts of quantity, rank, and identity
In order to grasp the empirical properties we assess in number assignments, we can make use of evolutionarily old capacities that Note, though, that these are prenumerical concepts of empirical properties, rather than numerical capacities: they provide the cognitive underpinnings to grasp the relevant empirical properties in number assignments -set size (cardinal), sequential rank (ordinal), and identity (nominal) -but they do not support numbers themselves, the tools we use to assess these properties in a pattern of dependent linking between two relational structures. In particular, prenumerical representations of set sizes are supported by iconic mental representations: they draw on 'object files', mental tokens that are filed in short-term memory and work like tallies, representing the elements of a set. 14 This way, object files allow us to discriminate between sets of one, two, and three elements and to perform simple transformations on them by way of iconic representations: a set of object files represents elements of an empirical set, but it is not part of a numerical relational structure, and the representation does not involve any dependent linking.
Non-numerical dependent linking
The cognitive faculty that endows us with the capacity for dependent linking is a uniquely human domain: our language 
An evolutionary scenario
We can think of the co-evolution of number concepts and counting sequences as a development in four main stages. 
Stage 1: Iconic roots
Numerical development begins with a strictly prenumerical stage:
no number assignment takes place yet. Instead, we find iconic representations of cardinality, that is, representations that are based on similarity. Such representations do not involve dependent linking, but are supported by the mental object files I mentioned above: mental tokens that are stored in short-term memory. We store one object file for each element of the represented set, hence the set of object files has the same cardinality as the set of objects it represents. By drawing on this similarity, the set of object files works as some kind of mental tallies, that is, as an iconic representation of a set size. As we have seen in 2.1 above, this grasp of set sizes is an evolutionarily old capacity that is evident in human infants as well as in other species.
Typical iconic cardinality representations produced by humans are visual tallies. These tallies have the advantage to allow the representation of larger set sizes. They can be used by themselves, e.g. in the form of notches on a stick, but they can also be accompanied by verbalisations, that is, by some kind of verbal tallies. Such a combination of verbal and non-verbal tallies is known from early Australian cultures, for instance from Aranda, as described by Strehlow (ca. 1945 ):
"Seven," for instance, was normally expressed by putting down in the sand seven strokes side by side, with the words "njinta ñaña, arbuña ñaña, arbuña ñaña, etc. … kalla ñañantma" (= "here is one, here is another, here is another, etc. … here is the last "). "Ten" was expressed by putting up both hands and spreading out all ten fingers and saying "lakintja" = "this many." (Strehlow ca.1945:103) Evidence for an early stage of tally usage in human history comes from a 30,000 year old fossilised wolf's bone that was found at a mammoth hunters' base in Dolní Våstonice. Interestingly, the notches on such prehistoric finds -including the ones on that wolf's bone -come often in multiples of 5, suggesting an early use of fingers as 'body tallies' for iconic representations of cardinality (Absolon 1957) . This is supported by modern-day evidence pointing to an influence of finger tallying on counting sequences, in Note that, given that cardinality representations are still iconic at this stage, this order does not fulfill any numerical purpose yet. For an icon, it does not matter which of its elements -that is, which individual tally -is produced first and which one last, since in the end, the whole set of tallies stands for a set of objects. For instance, if we want to represent a set of five sheep iconically with our fingers, it does not matter in which order we unbend (or bend) our fingers, as long as every single sheep is associated with exactly one finger, so that in the end, the whole fist stands for the whole set of sheep.
Hence, we do not need to presuppose any additional numerical concepts for this development. All we need for stable order to emerge is the systematic use of fingers in cardinality icons.
Given that body tallies are frequently accompanied by verbal tallies (namely the names for the body parts in question), a stable conventional order of fingers used in cardinality icons will lead to a stable conventional order of words. A stable list of words, a conventional verbal sequence, will then represent a set of objects iconically, such that each object is associated with exactly one word in our list.
Such non-verbal tallies accompanied by verbal ones can be found in body counting systems in Papua New Guinea, for instance in the Oksapmin language (cf. Saxe 1981) . In order to represent a set size in these systems, one points to body parts in a fixed order (starting with the thumb on one side, going up on the arm and all the way to the head and down again via the other arm to the other hand) while saying aloud the name of each body part, identifying as many body parts as there are elements of the empirical set one wants to represent.
Evidence for an iconic usage of word lists can also be found in individual development, in the acquisition of counting words by young children. When children learn to count, they first go through a stage where they use sequences of counting words to represent the cardinality of sets. At this stage, a child will not respond with one number word when asked to tell the cardinality of a set, for instance, when asked to tell how many teddy bears she has in her room, but instead, she will give the whole sequence of words leading up to the final number. For instance, if there were four teddy bears, she would say "One, two, three, four", but would then not use the final word in her count, "four", to indicate the number of the whole set. The final word in a sequence is always more salient and more accessible than the other. This leads, for instance, to 'recency effects' shown in memory experiments: the last word in a list can be better recalled and memorised than the others (probably based on a buffer in short-term memory).
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This leads to a prominent status of the final word that is used in an iconic cardinality representation. Once the words are used in stable order, for a set of a given cardinality, the same word will always come last and hence be particularly salient for the representation of this cardinality. This, then, will support the emergence of indexical links between individual words and sets of a certain cardinality.
Evidence for the significance of such links comes from diachronic associations between counting words and sets of a particular size, which can still be found in a lot of modern counting sequences, e.g. in languages as diverse as Russian (where 'sorok', forty, goes back to Old Nordic 'sekr', the word for furs that were traded in bundles of forty), and Malinke (where 'wáa', one thousand, derives from the word for standardised baskets containing 1000 cola nuts). According to Deacon's (1997) account of language evolution, the transition of indices into a symbolic linguistic system (i.e., a system of signs that is based on what I called 'dependent linking') was supported by ritual contexts. Ritualised routines involve the repeated correlation of (vocal or non-vocal) tokens with objects, often accompanied by pointing gestures, which sets up a context of indexical relationships. According to Deacon (1997) , the redundancy involved in these routines supports an attentional shift from concrete, indexical sign-object associations to abstract signsign relationships. This way, the repetitive context of rituals can support the grasp of symbolic systems.
Stage 4: Dependent linking and generalisation
In a similar vein, repetitive routines can support the emergence of relational structures in number development. The use of stable word lists for our cardinality representations constitutes ritualisedrepetitive and conventionalised -counting routines that emphasise sequential relationships between the words involved. By doing so, they support a shift from individual words to a relational structure.
Ultimately, this supports the transition from indexical links between individual words and cardinalities to dependent links between a relational structure of counting words and a relational structure of sets. Elements of these two relational structures can then be associated by way of dependent linking.
We now have a sequence of well-distinguished elements with an instrumental status in cardinality assignments. This means that the elements of this sequence constitute verbal numerical tools: a counting sequence is born.
So far, these tools are confined to cardinal number assignments.
However, since these assignments are not based on individual similarities between signs and objects, but rather on an association of relations (given that we employ dependent linking), the way is open to generalise the usage of our numerical tools and apply them to other, non-cardinal contexts. For this generalisation, counting words keep the instrumental status they have in cardinal assignments, and they also still undergo dependent linking. All that is new is that the dependent links we need for our number assignment will now focus on non-cardinal relations, namely ordinal and nominal ones.
A second field ready for expansion is the size of our counting sequence. Since our numerical tools are verbal ones, we can use the full power of linguistic recursivity, the recursivity that counting words bring with them as lexical items. This allows us to generate infinitely many new counting words, based on a finite set of primitive elements and rules for their combination. This way, linguistic recursivity provides constructive infiniteness for our number sequence.
At this stage, then, we have fully functioning numerical tools: we have an infinite verbal sequence that is employed, by way of dependent linking, in order to assess cardinal, ordinal, and nominal relations between empirical objects.
Conclusion
In the approach I presented here I made three main points: I argued for a non-Platonic view of numbers and a distinction of numbers and cardinality, for the gradual emergence of number concepts starting from iconic roots and going hand-in-hand with the gradual emergence of counting sequences, and for a strong impact of the language faculty on the development of numerical thinking. By way of conclusion, let me summarise the significance of these points for a view of numerical thinking and numeral semantics and of the language-number relationship.
Non-Platonic view of numbers; distinction of numbers and cardinality
I have characterised numbers as tools that are used in different kinds of number assignments to identify empirical properties like set sizes, ranks in a sequence, and (non-)identity within a set. Such an account involves both weaker and stronger assumptions than popular accounts of number that form the basis for most analyses of numeral semantics.
It makes weaker assumptions in the sense that it does not presuppose any abstract entities 'numbers' that are somehow out there in the world and need to be grasped by us when we acquire a concept of number or understand the meaning of cardinal numerals.
Instead, numbers are regarded as cognitive tools that are developed by humans. Our criteria-based approach identified the crucial properties for these tools: what we need our numbers to be, is a progression (preferably infinite) of well-distinguished elements. As I have argued in this article, this means in particular that counting sequences of natural languages are suitable candidates for the job of numbers: as words, they are well-distinguished from each other, and in contrast to other kinds of words, they are sequentially ordered and form an infinite list.
Crucially, this means that these numerals do not refer to numbers, but are numbers: they are not the names of non-linguistic entities 'numbers', but linguistic instances of numbers. And since numbers are not regarded as abstract entities, this means that counting words are verbal instances of numerical tools, that is, verbal tools we use in number assignments.
While this makes the approach I put forward leaner than standard accounts of numerical thinking, in another respect, it makes stronger demands, namely by distinguishing cardinality and numbers. As I have argued here, numbers are flexible and powerful tools that are used in a pattern of dependent linking to assess a broad range of properties in empirical objects. In contrast to this, cardinality is one of these properties -and by no means the only one: cardinality is an empirical property that can be assessed with numbers, in the same way that ranks in a sequence and the (non-)identity of elements within a set are empirical properties that can be assessed with numbers (namely, in ordinal and nominal number assignments, respectively). Numbers are the tools we use to identify these different properties in empirical objects, they are not one of the properties.
One of the implications of this distinction is that evidence for early concepts of cardinality in animals and human babies is not interpreted as evidence for numerical thinking. Rather, I have argued, it indicates prenumerical iconic concepts. In human development, these concepts support the grasp of one of the empirical properties we assess with numbers.
Gradual emergence of a systematic number concept
The main part of this article was dedicated to showing how these cognitive tools we call 'numbers' could have been developed in human history. I presented a possible route to numbers that suggests a co-evolution of iconic elements developing into counting words, and cardinality representations developing into number concepts. At this stage, we draw on sequential relations between our words to represent quantitative relations between sets. This usage of words allows us to expand our number concept in two directions: (1) based on recursive linguistic rules, we can increase our word set and thus handle set sizes far beyond the limits of our senses and up to infinity; (2) since we associate relations and are not dependent on iconic or indexical links anymore, we can generalise the usage of our numerals to non-cardinal contexts, yielding a unified concept of number that encompasses cardinal as well as ordinal and nominal applications.
Impact of the language faculty on the development of numerical thinking
The approach I put forward characterises the human language faculty as a crucial factor in the emergence of systematic numerical thinking in our species. According to this approach, language contributes in three main ways to number development:
(1) Material. Verbal elements, namely the counting sequences of natural languages, are an important instance of numerical tools. It is words -used first for iconic cardinality representations, and later as fully-blown numerical tools in number assignments-that trigger the emergence of number in human development.
(2) Application. Language as a symbolic system provides a cognitive pattern of dependent linking that can be adapted for the application of words as tools in cardinal, ordinal, and nominal number assignments.
(3) Generation. Linguistic recursivity yields words from words and thus allows us to generate an infinite verbal number sequence.
The first two points are crucial for the development of a number concept: with counting words, language gives us verbal numbers, and with dependent linking, it gives us a way to use them in order to assess empirical properties in systematic number assignments.
According to this account, language is a prerequisite for numeracy not only in the sense that it allows us to reason about numbers and to grasp concepts of higher numbers, but, more fundamentally, in the sense that it provides numbers directly, within the linguistic system itself: language provides a progression of verbal entities that fulfill the role of numbers in a pattern of dependent linking.
These two aspects, being a progression and being applied by way of dependent linking (in order to assess cardinal, ordinal, and nominal properties of empirical objects), are part and parcel of what constitutes numbers. In comparison to this, the third way in which language supports numerical development, namely by providing linguistic recursivity, is rather less important for our number concept. Recursion lays the grounds for constructive infiniteness, but this is not a necessary feature of a sequence we want to use in number assignments: as long as we only cope with finite empirical relational structures, a finite numerical sequence will do fine, and accordingly, not all cultures have an infinite, recursive number system (although, given that they have recursivity in language, once the need arises they can develop an infinite number system, or implement one from another culture).
Language supports the implementation of recursivity in the numerical domain, but it does not necessarily trigger it. Once recursivity is employed, though, this opens the way for infiniteness in our number sequence, and eventually for a whole new range of mathematical objects that go far beyond the positive integers.
Hence, with counting words and dependent linking, language provides the crucial elements for numerical thinking, it gives us numbers as powerful and flexible mental tools; with recursion, it provides the means for an optional, yet substantial, upgrade of these tools.
Taken together, this means that when looking at the emergence of number, we are looking at a fundamentally shared enterprise, a deeply interwoven development of numerical and linguistic aspects. This co-evolution of number concepts and number words suggests that it is no accident that the same species that possesses the language faculty as a unique trait, should also be the one that developed a systematic concept of number.
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